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A few comments. We did not bother to designate ploidy in this list as every 
cross is bred with tetraploid parents. We are sure that you are unlikely to 
find any other Cymbidium hybridizer able to offer over 50 crosses in such a 
wide assortment. We hope to be in attendance in July and will happily 
answer any of your questions. 
These are basically established single growth seedlings of comparable size. 
No plants will be sold until Friday, July 14. 
When you see an asterisk after the cross number, that means you can 
purchase up to three seedlings of that number. For all other crosses, only 
one plant per customer until after July 16 please. 
All plants are $12 each and customers buying ten or more seedlings can 
have their plants at $10.00 each. 

Thanks to the Roses for assisting us with this sale and we look forward to 
seeing you at the nursery! 

For those who cannot attend the sale, please email your order to  

calorchid@cox.net 
 
Andy Easton 
 

 

2281*-90 Hector Grey 'Surprise'  X Luciano Pavarotti 'Rodolfo', super 
spotted exhibition type intermediates for the main season 
2580-8 Uncle Miltie 'Pahokee' X Nicholas Winton #1, pendulous minis, WT 
also, special 
2581-12 Uncle Miltie 'Pahokee' X (Golden Armstrong X Blanche Ames) 
'Thanksgiving', WT intermediates, possibly some albas too. 
2587-8 (Golden Rule X Mad Pixie) 'Doubloon' X Current Odyssey 'NH', 
brilliant yellow intermediates, arching to pendulous. 
2588-9 Bee Charmer #1 X Sarah Sierra 'Mint Delight, all look alba, small 
intermediates in yellow and WT too. 
2589-6 Sandy Butter 'Cold Spell' X Charlie Chaplin #1, white WT minis that 
will flower as early as December. 
2590-12 (Kaylie X Butter Brickle) #1 X Sandy Butter #5, a very early 
intermediate line in whites and pinks. 
2591-5 Hello Carol 'El Retiro' X (Golden Rule X Mad Pixie) 'Doubloon' 
compact plants, intensely orange, smallish flowers. 



2592-24 Bogota Breakout 'NH' X Summer Wildfire 'Rounder', pre-Christmas 
WT for sure plus exhibition-shaped red intermediates on upright spikes. 
2593-25 Bogota Breakout 'NH' X Alicia O'Reilly 'Coastal Beauty', top 
exhibition quality early season intermediate reds. 
2596-27 {Rising Laird X (Golden Orion X Shining Doll)} 'Golden Treasure' 
(alba) X Sara Sierra #1, expect at least 25% albas, brilliant small 
intermediate yellows. 
2597*-61 Andrew Legacy #2 X Pacific Sparkle 'NH', can't miss high arch 
pendulous intermediate with killer lips. 
2607-13 Dorothy Lamour 'El Retiro' X Hello Carol 'El Retiro', upright orange 
intermediates. 
2608-9 Hello Carol 'El Retiro' 4n X Mem. Stuart Sperber 'NH', you can never 
have enough orange intermediates! 
2611-6 Parish Madness 'Rio Negro' X Nicholas Winton 'El Retiro, only six 
people will be lucky enough to get one of these! 
2612-22 Parish Madness 'Rio Negro' X So You Think 'La Ceja', Phar Lap, 
parishii and devonianum!!! 
2614-20 Aussie Dollar 'Ooh Baby' X Hello Carol 'El Retiro', some WT 
qualities, super shape and floriferous, oranges. 
2616-34 Mad Pixie 'Salinas Gift' X Belgian Therapy 'Easter', partly WT, 
impossible to separate albas so you should expect about 25% in lemon 
yellow. 
2622-11 Carlos Bergonzi 'NH' X Sandy Butter 'August', clean white WT 
intermediates as early as December. 
2626-17 Pure Porcelain 'El Retiro Sun' X Sara Sierra 'El Retiro', we expect 
25% alba yellow miniatures for around February. 
2627-7 Pure Porcelain 'El Retiro Sun' X Van Cliburn #2 4n, pastel green 
intermediates with some albas for sure. 
2631-Tito Schipa 'NH' X Andy Griffith 'Dorian', orange to red intermediates 
early in the season, exhibition types. 
2634-18 Keshab Pradhan 'October' X Kevin Hipkins 'Alice', KP has shocked 
the Cym world and it will match well with this pendulous pollen parent. Lots 
of spikes, later season. 
2635-29 Keshab Pradhan 'October' X Hector Grey 'El Retiro', wild green 
intermediates, lots of spikes, maybe some spots, later season. 
2638*-38 Oh So Shiny 'Super Productive' X Andy Griffith 'Dorian' 4n, warm 
orange-gold intermediates on upright spikes. 
2639-17 Oh So Shiny 'Super Productive' X (Gold Rules X Lothar Pinkers) 
#1, quite compact orange intermediates December-January. 
2644-9 (Gold Rules X Lothar Pinkers) #1 X Oh So Shiny 'Gloria's Mother', 
almost the reverse of 2639, similar expectancy. 



2651-27 Bollywood Boulevard 'First Alba' X Bee Charmer #1, very shapely 
intermediates, 100% albas in the yellows. 
2657-21 Nancy Wake #1 X Fred Astaire 'Fox Glacier', upright spiked 
intermediates, WT and very productive, 6% albas.  
2660-6 William Pettersson 'NH X Atlantic Gold 'NH, intense alba yellow 
intermediates. 
2661-30 Placido Domingo 'Metropolitan' X Keshab Pradhan 'October', here 
we expect dark pinks to red intermediates, with quite long high arch spikes. 
2665-18 Rosanna Easton 'NH' X (Fall Rhapsody X Sandy Peter) #1, white 
intermediates on magnificent erect spikes, show season. 
2671-18 (Balkis X Butter Brickle) #1 X In The Pink #2, quite compact 
upright-spiked small intermediate, mid-pinks. 
2679-18 Horizon Chateau 'Showtime' X Minuet 'NH, can't recall ever 
offering a better mini pink hybrid. Took a hexaploid grandparent and some 
colchicine to get here. 
2681-10 Summer Wildfire 'Wolfie' X Gold is Good 'Tom Tom', November 
oranges are hard to find! 
2689-28 Gerda Weissmann Klein #1 4n X Gold is Good 'Tom Tom', 
oranges, super floriferous and modest foliage. 
2692*-78 Jimmy Durante #1 X Mem. Stuart Sperber 'NH', a bit of tigrinum, 
our friend Tom Thumb and that amazing coral color of Mem Stuart Sperber. 
2694-13 (Valerie Absolonova X Red Rock) 'Red Alert' X Alicia O'Reilly 
'Coastal Beauty', some WT blood, intense red intermediates as early as 
December. 
2695-13 Herbie Poole #1 X Keshab Pradhan 'Sikkim Dawn', so with Cym. 
grandiflorum, parishii and eburneum involved, all bets are off in predicting 
season. But they will be very unusual! 
2704-18 Imogene Coca 'El Retiro' X Buster Keaton #1, if you buy one Cym, 
this should be it! An ultra-mini augmented by Peter Pan influence mans 
super floriferous green minis and maybe even fragrance. 
2733-11 Paul Muni #1 X Vanguard Donkey 'NH', super intermediate greens 
and if you get the last on the list, you can be sure it's a fast grower! 
3329-12 Jerry Rigger 'NH' X Assassination Tango 'Fires of Spring', top 
exhibition dark pendulous colors. 
3331-8 Dhani Harrison #1 4n X In the Pink 'Thanksgiving', upright, exhibition 
dark pinks. 
3335-10 Betty Lindberg Martin 'NH' X Current Odyssey 'Green Lagoon', 
high arch to pendulous, stunning potential. 
3344-9 Devon Elf #1 X Cym. wenshanense, hard to predict, potentially 
spectacular tetraploids.  



3345-6 (Mad Pixie X Golden Rule) 'Doubloon' X Andre Legacy #2, arching 
to pendulous yellows with dark contrasting lips 
3346-5 Yai 'Monica' X Parish Madness 'Rio Negro', stunning pendulous for 
sure! 
3347-15 Devon Elf 'NH' X Placido Domingo 'Metropolitan', red pendulous as 
early as December. Special.WT too. 
3348-10 Parish Elf 'NH' X Belgian Therapy 'Easter', probably no albas but 
these all carry alba genes as well as being WT so useful parental material. 
3349-12 Placido Domingo 'Metropolitan' 4n X Devon Elf 'NH' 4n, reverse of 
3347, a little later blooming but more WT. 
3351-31 Dreams of Gold 'NH' X (Coratea X Belgian Therapy) 'Alba', 100% 
alba standards, nobody else has these. 
3352-23 Amelian Key #5 X Lauritz Melchior 'NH' 4n, you want a top 
pendulous exhibition red? then go no further. 
3353-13 Amelian Key #5 X Clint Eastwood 'Pacho', one of the three best 
CE's I've seen, these will sell out Friday! 
3354-23 Amelian Key #5 X Unemployed Pilot 'Jump Seat', high arch to 
upright in the mid-orange shades. 
3356-18 Noni Poland 'El Retiro' X (Olivia Harrison X Sue is Back) #1, 
upright dark pinks into reds, earlier in the season. 
3359-15 Raymond Burr 'El Retiro' X Red Cross 'Wayne', saving the biggest 
for last.... huge, exhibition reds. Don't buy one if you have an 8X12 
greenhouse! 
 
 
 

Shipping Instructions 
 

Cal-Orchid will process all guest orders for shipping. Our shipping costs are 
extremely reasonable. A nominal packing and handling charge will be 

added. We will need your name, shipping address, telephone, and credit 
card. Please call us at 805-967-1312 with that information if you place an 

order from New Horizon Orchids.    



 

 
 

 

                                                               

 
    

 
 

 



 



  



 
 
 

 


